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to be modified to support all the features we wanted, so we wrote a
completely separate version of this that is a hybrid between the two

strategies. The idea is to have a fixed size card widget that only shows its
items' header. This will only be in the layout view so it won't have any UI hints.

The data part of the card can be populated from any source that you can
deserialize into an object (e.g. Thing, Collection, and anything that implements

Iterable). This can be a search, a db, etc. The only requirement is that it
implements a getItems() method that returns all the items in sorted order.
There is one important difference between our layout and the PostSharp

strategy. We don't want the items part to trigger layout changes. So we don't
want to add a LayoutChanged() event on the ItemsTemplate. The solution we
came up with is to add a GlimpseDataChanged() event on the DataTemplate

that we want to update when the ItemsTemplate is updated. This event can be
used to update anything that needs to be updated without triggering layout

changes. But the ItemsTemplate remains unchanged when the data changes.
Glimpse + ViewBag A few months back @id
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